SAUG Executive Council - Agenda
Hilton Hotel, Sydney – Monday 5th September 2016
8 : 0 0 a m

–

9 : 0 0 a m

Registration opens (level 3 exhibition area)

9:00am – 9:15am

SAUG National Summit 2016 | Welcome (level 3 Ballroom)
Andrew Ritchie – Chairperson, SAUG and Manager IT Services, Officeworks (Preferred seating)

9:15am – 10:00am

International: Keynote Presentation: How the SAP product portfolio is keeping you ahead of
technology changes.
Numerous changes and trends are impacting IT and this presentation will examine how the overall
SAP product and solution portfolio is staying ahead of and helping customers to take advantage of
the changes. There is an increasing emergence of a strong core and associated platforms and
technology and built around it, innovative LOB solutions designed for the digital economy,
connectedness, agility and innovation. This insightful discussion from SAPs’ global leader of the SAP
product portfolio will help you see the bigger picture and fit everything into place.
Hala Zeine
Senior Vice President, SAP Portfolio and Commercialization, SAP SE (Germany)

10:00am –
10:45am

Keynote Presentation: (Platinum Sponsor) Implementing SAP on Public Cloud, Hybrid Cloud or
Private Cloud?
Lenovo has now implemented more than 5,000 SAP HANA appliances across all environments
including Public Cloud, Hybrid Cloud and Private Cloud. As one of the most frequent questions asked
by members is; what is the optimum path or deployment option for SAP HANA, hear from Lenovo
and its customers about how they have successfully implemented SAP and SAP HANA. Find out what
are your key technology choices today and in the future that will drive successful, cost effective
deployments.
Rob Makin, Director - Lenovo Data Centre Group, ANZ
Andrew Silvers, Alliance Manager - Lenovo Data Centre Group, ANZ
Michael Dayaseela, SAUG SIG Lead – HANA Melbourne, Business Intelligence Lead & Architect,
Village Roadshow
Jeff Durham, Chief Operations Officer, Viatek Technology

10:45am – 11:15am

Morning tea (level 2, room 3) – (Sessions in level 2, room 2)

11:15am –
11:25am

SAUG Executive Council Welcome & Update (level 2, room 2)
Peter McLure,
SEC Steering Committee Chair / CIO MMG

11:25am –
11:55am

Customer Keynote Presentation: Developing the SAP roadmap at Woolworths – past, present &
future
This presentation will start from the history of SAP at Woolworths and move through the present to
the future. It will focus on the approach and framework for developing the SAP roadmap including
insights into key technologies such as SAP HANA and will discuss important challenges and key
considerations.
Laurence Bennett
Head of SAP Technology, Woolworths
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12:00pm –
12:30pm

Partner Keynote Presentation: Transforming the way enterprises run SAP
Cloud is the new normal. Learn how and why SAP customers transform the way they run SAP, on
AWS Cloud. AWS and Fairfax Media will share their experience including successful business cases.
Paul Migliorini, Managing Director ANZ, Amazon Web Services
David Payne, Head of Major ISV’s, APAC, Amazon Web Services
Jaye Dutton, Finance Systems BI & UX Lead, Fairfax Media

12:30pm – 1:30pm

Executive Council Networking Lunch (level 2, room 3)

1:30pm – 2:00pm

Customer Keynote Presentation: Innovation transformation at Lion with the HANA Cloud
Platform
Lion, one of Australasia’s largest food and beverage companies is embracing innovation and
transforming all its business processes. This presentation will share insights into their implementation
of the HANA Cloud Platform and how this solution along with agile practices and design thinking is
driving change and real value. There will also be discussion around the further possibilities for this
technology.
Tim Reid, Solution Architect, Lion

2:00pm – 3:00pm

International: Keynote Presentation: The true road to SAP HANA – what the journey looks like!
Although SAP HANA is being implemented in ever greater numbers by many organisations there is
still uncertainty around its actual capability and the roadmap for greater business value. Moving away
from the spin, master strategist Ray Wang will share valuable insights from his extensive research and
global advisory work and uncover the true road to HANA. What does this journey actually look like or
should look like, the real value proposition, building HANA into an organizational technology strategy
and building extended capabilities with HANA. These are some of the questions Ray will tackle, and as
one of the most insightful analysts in the global SAP ecosystem he will predict what SAP will do next.
Ray Wang
Advisor, Author, Founder, Chairman and Principal Analyst, Constellation Research (USA)

3:00pm – 3:30pm

Afternoon tea (level 2, room 3)

3:30pm – 4:00pm

International: Keynote Presentation: Clarifying the path to new SAP solutions and innovation
The changing SAP product portfolio raises some of the most difficult questions and concerns for SAP
customers. New solutions are now often not just successors to older solutions but require a complete
rethink and restructure. There are different and unclear migration paths and the issues of integration
and what actually happens to existing solution investments cause many IT leaders to lose sleep. As
SAP’s global head of the SAP Portfolio Strategy, Hala Zeine has worked with numerous global
customers and she will attempt to bring clarity to uncertainty around what are the new offerings, what
are the migration paths, what is being done about solution integration and how is SAP helping
customers navigate technological change.
Hala Zeine
Senior Vice President, SAP Portfolio and Commercialization, SAP SE (Germany)
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4:00pm – 4:45pm

International: Expert Presentation: Cloud Security and SAP Security Products Roadmap
IT security is an increasing concern for all organisations, particularly Cloud security where there is
often limited visibility and some confusion over issues such as responsibilities of the Cloud provider,
data location and sovereignty to name just a few. In this session, our IT Security expert Gerlinde, will
give insights into the continuous evolution of SAP security solutions including applications for identity
and access management, single sign-on, threat detection, secure programming and data security, and
the new features and enhancements planned for upcoming releases. She will focus specifically on
cloud security and help you to understand how SAP runs its cloud infrastructure securely, which
security features are available with SAP’s Platform as a Service and SAP HANA Cloud Platform and will
also discuss a brand-new cloud security solution, SAP Cloud Identity Access Governance, which
enables users to better manage identities and help ensure compliance in the cloud for the cloud.
Gerlinde Zibulski
Head of SAP Security Product Management & SAP Fellow, SAP SE

4:45pm – 5:30pm

SAP Q & A session: SAP answers the most pressing questions from senior executives
This is an opportunity to hear the most pressing questions, as compiled and agreed upon by the
SAUG Executive Council Steering Committee based on member feedback, answered by a panel of the
most senior SAP executives from the region. The questions to be discussed include
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What is being done to improve integration of solutions?
How is SAP protecting customer’s long time investments in the SAP platform in the face of a
changing technology environment?
What is the value proposition, consumption options and maintenance requirements for
moving to S/4?
What is SAP doing about incomplete value propositions and high switching costs for certain
solutions?
Will existing customers with older solutions be left behind?

SAP Executive Panel includes:

Hala Zeine, Senior Vice President, SAP Portfolio and Commercialization, SAP SE
(Germany)

Paul Marriott, Chief Operating Officer, SAP APJ

Bruce McKinnon, Head of Digital Business Services, SAP APJ

Peter Harkin, Head of SAP HANA Enterprise Cloud and Managed Services Sales,
SAP APJ

5:30pm

Close | SEC Steering Committee

5:30pm – 7:00pm

Executive Council Networking drinks (level 2 foyer)
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